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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of measure-
ments of Russian word-stress parameters (using
acoustic and statistic methods). There are also
demonstrated some specific peculiarities of Rus-
sian word stress which are employed in the com—
puter model of an automatic word stress detec-
tor.

INTRODUCTION

The analysis of the literature on the word
stress reveals that the Russian stress is not
distinguished in current speech by certain spe-
cific parameters. It rather aims at structuring
or shaping of a phonetic word on the whole. The
peculiar character of the Russian stress presents
certain difficulties for automatic stress detec-
ticn.

Among the acoustic correlates usually consi-
dered for stressed vowels characteristics are
fundamental frequency, duration, intensity and
spectrum. The absolute and relative values are of
interest.

It is necessary to specify the rhythmic cr-
ganimation of phonetic words and frequency of oc-
curence of phonetic words and their rhythmic
structures (RS). A rhythmic structure characteri-
zes a single word or a few words, autonomous or
syntactic, forming a stressed group. as type is
designated by a fraction where the number of syl-
lables in a phonetic word is a nominator and the
ordinal number of the stressed syllable is a de-
nominator. RS variety is designated by a succes-
sion of consonants and vowels in a BS which is
shown in terms of C (consonants) and V (vowels).

The rhythmic pattern of a Russian text does
not permit two or more succesive stressed syllab-

les or a long succession of unstressed syllables.
The average length of an interval between two su-
ccessive stresses varies from I to 3 syllables,
the most frequent being 2 syllables /I/.

In the initial and final BS there are usual-

ly no more than 2 prestressed or poststressed sy-

llables. The 38s containing from I to 4 syllables

are most characteristic for Russian syntagmas.
The most frequent ones consist of 3 RS, average
syntagma length being 2,8 RS.

The phonetic word of 2 or 3 syllables are
predominant. The data obtained by prof. L.V.Zlao -
tcustova show that the 6 most frequent RS types:
1/1, 2/1, 2/2, 3/2, 3/3, 5/3 cover approximately

70% of any Russian text. The mentioned RS types

and 3 more: 3/1, 4/2, 4/3 can cover about 90% of
any Russian text (e.g. the text of a dialogue)
/2/. The distribution of general as types in dif-
ferent languages is demonstrated for fiction and

newspaper texts /3/ (see Table I).

Table I. Frequency of occurence of RS types (%)

ns TYPE LANGUAGE
aussnm mummy ENGLISH GERMAN

I/I 13 13,8 27 17.6
2/1 16,8 16,5 18,8 16,9
2/2 21,3 10,6 21,5 16,7
3/1 6 7,3 1,4 7 .
3/2 19,6 16,6 5,5 23,3
3/3 7 2,3 3.8 3.2
4/1 1.3 1,8 0,7 -
4/2 4 10,9 1,9 2
4/3 9,2 11,7 1,9 2,6
4/4 1.4 1,3 0,5 0.5
5/3 5 2 1,4 1

Stress in Russian is normally placed on one
of the initial three syllables of a phonetic
word. Preferably it is one of the central syllab-
les of a word.

BS REALIZATION IN SPEECH

The specific character of RS realization de-
pends on frequency of occurence of a word, its
position in an utterance or syntagma. It also de-
pends on a variety of conditions: prepared rea-

ding vs. spontaneous speech, an artistic readins
by an actor vs. neutral reading by a layman, as
constituting a one-word utterance or being Part
of a context, the character of a text (variety
and genre), normative vs. dialectical speechyet°'
Extralinguistic factors are also to be taken in-
to account.

To determine an RS type is necessary to 19'
arn the number of syllables in a RS, the stressed
syllable and its position relative to unstressed
syllables, consonant and vowel component markers
typical of beginning and end of a BS.

To detect the stressed syllable we took a
number of R83 with stressed syllables (and V°'
wels) clearly dissimilar to the unstressed sylle'
bles of the same utterance. It should be mentio-
ned that stressed and unstressed syllables may
have similar values of such parameters as funds-
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mental frequency, duration, intensity and spect-
rum. So it is preferable to choose the most ty-
pical and frequent samples as the test material
for developing an automatic teaching system

(ATS).
Thus our minimal text consisted of I to 4

utterances, an utterance consisted of 2 syntag-
mas and so on. A separate utterance also can

form a text. In the utterance of 2 355 the pho-
netic word of any of the 9 rhythmic types may
occur as the first component. The second compo-
nent may be one of the following types: 1/1, 2/1,
2/2, 3/1, 3/2. 4/2. Such RS types as 3/3, 4/3,
5/3 can succeed every as type exept 3/1, 4/2,

5/3. The third phonetic word in a three word ut-
terance is chosen in a likely manner.

The most frequent words are preferable to be
chosen to form utterances. The comparison of the
structural types of word entries in word counts
shows that independently on the material used

(written vs. oral text) and the size of analysed
selection (400 thousand vs. 1 million occuren-
ces). One can note a certain similarity of rhy—

thmic types and varieties in both selections.

The important finding was that the most _

frequent structural models found in word counts,
are the most frequent in the texts. Thus, there
is a limited number of basic structural types of
words and phonetic words in Russian /4/.

One of the structurally important variables

of a phonetic word is the relative duration of

its vowels in strong and weak positions. It has

been repeatedly mentioned that vowel length
change accounts for phonetic word duration vari-
ance due to conditions such as separate vs. con-

textual occurence, initial vs. final position in

an utterance, emotional vs. neutral content,
whether or not a RS bears the phrase accent,etc.

The temporal structure of a phonetic word
is essentially conditioned by the relationship
of broad and narrow vowels in strong and weak
positions. Finally, it is important whether the

initial syllable of a word is covered and the

final syllable is open.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The comparison of durations of the stressed

and the first prestressed broad vowels in the as

of VCVCV(C) and CVCVCV(C) varieties revealed

that in the final position the first RS vowel is

always shorter than the stressed vowel irrespec—

tive of its being open or,covered.

In the RS of the CVCVCV(C) variety with the

covered initial syllable in the beginning of an

utterance the first prestressed vowel is shorter

than the stressed vowel. The first prestressed

vowel that starts an utterance is always longer

than the stressed vowel.

Initial position (one-syntagma utterance)

The unstressed vowel in the absolute begin-

ning of a RS of the 3/2 type and VCVCV(C) varie-

ty is in 89% instances longer than the stressed

one. In case of a covered initial unstressed vo-

Vel (RS of the CVCVCY(C) variety) is in 90% in—
stances shorter than the stressed one.

Eingl_pggitigg (one-syntagma utterance) .
In the final position of a RS in an uttera—

nce both the initial vowel of an open prestres—
sed syllable and the vowel of the first prestre—
ssed covered syllable (i.e. 35s of the VCVCV(C)
and CVCVCV(C) varieties) are in 96% instances
shorter than the stressed vowel.

Table 2. The relationship of durations of pre-
stressed and stressed vowels connected
to narrow vs. broad types of vowel
sounds /2/

VOWELS RS COEFFICIENT

prestressed narrow . 0,535
stressed broad

2—syllab1e 0,486
3-syllab1e 0,591
4—syllable 0,454

prestressed narrow 0,867
stressed narrow

2—syllab1e 0,02

3-syllable 0,926
k-syllable 0,827
5-syllable 1,043

prestressed broad 0,796
stressed broad

2—syllable 0,826
3-syllable 0,722
k-syllable 0,821
5-syllable 0,88

The mean intensity of RS components have
been analysed as function of RS position in an
utterance, qualitative nature of the components
in 3 RS, and of syllable types. One could Justi-
fiably expect that in final position of a BS in
an utterance the intensity of all the components
have been lower than in utterance initial RSs.
This regularity is connected with the phrase in-
tensity contour and has been repeatedly mentioned
recently.

The mean intensities allow to estimate in-
ggnsity changes in strong and weak elements of a

The question of the absolute prominence of
stressed vowels (stressed syllables) especially
in fhu 28 with a narrow stressed vowel (in a
c=csed syllable) and a broad prestressed vowel
'” 01 special interest. .

Cur experiment shows that a tendency exists
for the stressed vowel (independently on its po-
sit =u) to be more prominent in a BS in the ab-
so: no beginning of an utterance with similar
vowel and consonants. If the first syllable is
stressed it is most certain to be marked by in-
creased intensity.

I in the absolute beginning in a BS of the
VCVCV variety the usual distribution of mean in-
tensity is like this: the postetressed vowel is
the least intensive, the most intensive is the
stressed one, and the final vowel, however short,
is more intensive than the preceding one. A dif-
ferent distribution is revealed in the absolute
ending of a BS: the most intensive is the stres-
sed vowel, the least intensive - second poststre-
ssed. In some cases the intensities of the stres-
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In accordance with the above-teatimed Ie
propose to use in stress detection algorhythns
the lost imartant acoustic paranters directly
related to the phonetic turd structure.

to deter-nine the B type in any position on-
ly one variable (duration) or tn (duration, in—
tensity) are sufficient. This is true for a one-
word utterance vith the first stressed syllable
(25 types: 1/1, 2/1, 3/1 - vith the covered ini-
tial and closed final syllables).

Fe suggest the stress detection algorhyth-
based on the aethod of loudness neasureoent. the
objective aethods of abjective laziness [7/ up
asureaents are available aov as the international
standard I 532) '

In addition to such variables as intensity
/I/, duration /t/, energy ll], fundaaentd fre-
quency ”of, etc./ loudness allows to take into
accounttbetpecim-Shape/S/ndthesound
field shape /P I- This the loudness is a functio-
nal of a series of variables W=ofr(I,t,Po,S, P)

and as a tool of measurement. is lore adequate

than oust of physical (acoustic) parameters. As

fer as energy /E/ is a function of intensity and

duration, the loudness is a complex function of

energy. In the present study both I and E were

used and a corparison has been male.

The test aaterial has been tape—recorded
and re—recorded by new of an analog-to-digital

converter on a digital tape Ibich has been colpu-

ter analysed by the Auto-atic Systen of Scienti-

fic Research (A353). Ihe systea is able to aeasu-
re loudness and loudness level (in accordance to

international standard 5 532) and possess the ne-

cessary service softrare /5/, N/.
The result of such an analysis are the auto—

mtic graphs: oscillograas vith the 1/20 asec

tine sari-s, mltiparaaetric graphs reflecting in-

tsnsity, loudness level and fundaaental frequen-

cy as function of tine.

l’be algorhythl has been tested on a lilited

material there the celpared vowels vere prosodi-

cally different. It deaonstroted that loudness

integral laxila corresponded to stress voiels in

all cases. After paraleter optiaization the algo-

rhythl has been tested on a sore varied latex-tel

vith a new variable of the word position in an

utterance. A new phrase test vas coepiled to con-

pare vowels:

I. Stressed and strong unstressed vorels

{nan covered in the first prestressed syllable

and open in the first poststressed syllable),
2. Yovels of different proper duration and

intensity.

3. \‘orels in different phonetic environ-
aents.

After the linguistic correction the reliability
of the algorhythn increased to 92,34.

CONCLL‘SIOS

The attained reliability justifies the use
of loudness along with other para-eters in vor-

king out algorhythas of autontic vord stress

detection in current speech. It's use as a part
of the ATS is recon-ended.
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